TRIOAPRON CORE
PROTECTIVE APRON WITHOUT SLEEVE, WITH BELT

TRIOAPRON CORE is a protective apron that is developed to protect users in
different environments. It is designed for protecting healthcare worker and home
care staff when sampling and treating patients. The product is also suited for use
within food industry, food handling, cleaning, veterinary clinics, dental clinics, etc. and
can be produced in different colors.
TRIOAPRON CORE is made of polyethylene plastic, with about 50% recycled raw
material, which reduces carbon dioxide emissions by up to 40%. It is produced in a
completely waterproof material that is soft and comfortable to wear and that protects
the user. The product is user-friendly and flexible as it is packed on a roll with 3 rolls
in a box. This makes the product easily accessible and hygienic and minimizes the risk
of contamination. The amount of waste is also limited in this way.
TRIOAPRON CORE is produced in Sweden and the product is CE-marked.
We can deliver upon your request with high service level and delivery performance.
CE marking Risk category I.
Perforation on the box, makes
the apron easy to access and
easy to tear off.
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TRIOAPRON CORE
PROTECTIVE APRON WITHOUT SLEEVE, WITH BELT
Product and packaging data:
Article number
Name
Material
Color
Size
Total length (cm)
Thickness μm
Rolls/box
Pieces/roll
Pieces/box
Boxes/pallet
Pieces/pallet
Weight box (kg)
Production

1001315-2
TRIOAPRON CORE
Polyethylene, about 50% recycled raw
material 100% recyclable
Medtech green
One size
125
ca 20
3
50
150
105
15 750
ca 3
Landskrona, Sweden
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Contact us for ordering or further information:
Linda Ödahl
Tel +46 418-43 79 08
linda.odahl@trioworld.com

